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L
ike many medical groups, our
practice had been considering
electronic medical records
(EMR) for several years. Our
CEO recognized that EMR

would represent the most dramatic strate-
gic change the practice would ever under-
take, and strongly believed that we need-
ed nothing less than complete buy-in
from each physician for the new system to
succeed. Additionally, we recognized the
need for a health care consultant with
experience in EMR planning and imple-
mentation to help guide us through this
transformational change.

At our 2004 offsite strategic planning
meeting, we thoroughly discussed the
pros and cons of EMR. We also invited a
consultant with experience implementing
EMR to assist us. After a thorough analy-
sis, we ultimately decided to go forward
with EMR after each physician agreed
that it was the right strategic move and the
right time for our practice. If your practice
has considered EMR in the past but hesi-
tated because you felt paper records are
“good enough,” read on to see if the posi-
tive experience at our practice might
translate to yours as well. Below, I’ll offer
specific recommendations and step-by-
step instructions to make the transition as
painless as possible.

EMR Planning
With a radical change like EMR, you
need a disciplined approach. As bland as it
may seem, good project planning is key
and the project plan becomes your
“roadmap” to implementing EMR. Below

are some of the major activities involved
in planning and implementing an EMR
system:

Plan a Cultural Shift Toward
Technology. Before implementing EMR,
begin a deliberate cultural shift toward
technology to enhance provider and staff
efficiency and patient safety. If necessary,
invest in or upgrade existing technology
(PCs, a network, an intranet, e-mail and
scanners). Consider piloting a standalone
“e-prescribe” system as a first step to help
assess your practice’s ability to adapt to
technology. The National ePrescribing
Patient Safety Initiative (NEPSI) just
announced a free e-prescribe tool for
physicians.  

Communicate EMR Benefits Early.
It’s never too soon to begin the process of
educating providers and staff about the
advantages of EMR, with an emphasis on
enhancing patient safety (e.g., reducing Rx
errors). Look for opportunities to build
interest and excitement early on. 

Establish Teams and Roles. Establish
an EMR committee with several physi-
cian champions, an EMR project leader
and, if appropriate, a health care consult-
ant. Next, establish an EMR project team
with key clinical, administrative and IT
staff members. Clearly define roles for
physician champions, the EMR project
team and the EMR committee. Be pre-
pared to clarify roles and your approach to
decision making, especially if your culture
is not accustomed to working in cross-
functional teams. 

Workflow Analysis. Understand your
current workflows by conducting a pre-
EMR workflow analysis. The workflow
analysis results can help you identify

“quick hits” to implement now before
implementing EMR.

EMR Needs Assessment. Conduct an
EMR needs assessment, gathering input
from all providers and staff. Use the EMR
needs assessment results to identify an ini-
tial group of EMR products/vendors. 

EMR Demonstrations and Site
Visits. After narrowing the field to a few
viable EMR vendors, request proposals,
and schedule demonstrations and site vis-
its. Consider conducting a weekend side-
by-side “EMR Road Test” in your office
to enable physicians to have focused time
for hands-on testing (i.e., functionality,
“look and feel”). Focus on your most
common workflows (e.g., creating a note,
writing a prescription, ordering a test). 

Obtain Buy-In for EMR Selection.
Once the EMR Committee selects the
EMR vendor, they should present their
choice to the physicians or governing
board to obtain full buy-in. After receiv-
ing full agreement, the contracting
process begins. At this time, it’s vital to
emphasize immediate benefits of EMR
such as:

• Enhanced Rx safety (e.g., drug-drug
interaction checking)

• Faster report turnaround time for
referring MDs (i.e., can immediately fax
notes).

• Legible clinical information.
• Chart access 24 hours per day, 365

days per year.
• Simultaneous chart views from mul-

tiple locations.
• Immediate patient arrival notifica-

tion.
• Providers can easily view their patient

schedule.

Are You Ready to Add 
EMR to Your Practice?
If you’ve been intimidated by the prospect of abandoning paper records,
here are the steps you need to take to ensure a smooth transition.
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Identify Concerns. Gather concerns
and challenges to EMR adoption from
physicians and staff so that these can be
addressed as quickly as possible.
Physicians often cite the following con-
cerns:

• Lack of computer skills (e.g., mouse,
typing).

• Perceived loss of credibility with
patients, staff, peers.

• Ingrained habits; fear of the
unknown.

Plan flexible strategies to meet these
challenges and concerns. Understand that
there are different learning styles (e.g.,
observational vs. hands-on).

Leading Change. Invest time to focus
on leading change. Actions may include: 

• Create and reinforce the vision (e.g.,
patient safety).

• Create a shared sense of urgency.
• Acknowledge the emotions of change

(i.e., disruptive and exciting).
Project Planning. As with any major

project plan, you need to set timelines and
goals. Be prepared for roadblocks and
detours, yet keep the project moving for-
ward. You may also want to establish met-
rics (e.g., ROI). 

Internal Resources to Champion the
EMR Project. To change the culture of
the practice to be receptive to EMR, the
practice will require “physician champi-
ons” who are willing to commit dedicated,
non-clinical time. This effort may on be
their personal time or they may earn
RVUs. The practice will of course also
need an IT specialist, and an EMR project
leader and team. Also helpful are so-called
“Super-Users”—a more experienced EMR
user who is also skilled at coaching and
training others. A Super-User is actively
involved in EMR planning and cus-
tomization, and, therefore develops a
greater sense of ownership. He/she may be
“on call” for EMR support during the
implementation phase.

Try to include a resistant, technopho-
bic physician on your EMR committee.
He/she can become a powerful force and

an inspiration to others (e.g., “If he can do
it, anyone can.”). An enthusiastic physi-
cian can make up for several “resisters.”
Also include resilient, analytical, process
thinkers for your EMR project team.
They should be marathoners, not sprint-
ers. Consider using a “buddy system” to
ease providers and staff through the
change process.

Training. Cross-train your EMR proj-
ect team to ensure optimal coverage and
flexibility. Don’t assume your EMR ven-
dor will automatically provide training
resources. To save time, money, and frus-
tration, ask for any and all available
resources. Take full advantage of vendor
training (classroom, web courses, and ref-
erence manuals) and customize for your
practice. 

Implementation
Below are some key steps for implement-
ing an EMR system:

Prepare Patients for the EMR
Transition. Inform patients in advance
about the practice’s transition to EMR.
Post flyers in exam rooms and in the
reception area. Key messages should focus
on patient benefits and system security.
Ask patients for their feedback and share
with the practice. Provide staff with talk-
ing points for patients (e.g., What is
EMR? What are the patient benefits?). 

Adjust Schedules. To allow for the
inevitable learning curve, adjust provider
schedules (i.e., increase appointment
times) for one to three months after they
go live. It’s easier to open patient sched-
ules if a provider does not need the extra
time.

Networking. Be relentless about learn-
ing from others with EMR experience.
They can often suggest solutions to com-
mon workflows issues. Encourage Super-
Users and EMR Project Team to network
with:

• MGMA and AAN colleagues,
including BRAINS.

• MGMA and AAN list serve mem-
bers.

• Local practices and site visit practices.
• EMR user groups.
Celebrate Early Wins. Look for ways

to celebrate early wins such as the ability
for staff and providers to view the same
chart at the same time regardless of loca-
tion. 

Limit Customization. Resist the
temptation to immediately create too
many variations and too much customiza-
tion (e.g., chart categories, templates).
After a few months of experience, seek
feedback and make adjustments.

Refresher Training. Plan refresher
training three months after you imple-
ment EMR. Have a clinical Super-User
observe each provider to identify shortcuts
and best practices to share with other
providers.

Lessons Learned
Although our EMR implementation was
considered a success by many measures,
below are several important lessons to
keep in mind.

Communications:
• Involve key people early, especially

Medical Records, Super-Users, and physi-
cian champions.

• Be upfront with staff that may be
negatively impacted. If you can, commit
to helping them find other positions. For
example, you may be able to reassign
some resources from Transcription (typ-
ing) to Medical Records (scanning docu-
ments).

• To build and sustain excitement over
time, continually reinforce key messages
about the benefits of EMR. 

• Celebrate your successes—small and
large. Communicate patient safety stories
to highlight your successes. 

Providers:
• Identify “road-blockers” early.

Develop a plan to convert or neutralize
them.

• Peer pressure can be a wonderful
thing.

• Don’t underestimate the scale of
change this represents for some providers.
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• Let providers vent; it can be healthy
and instructive. Listen carefully and act
on their suggestions to establish buy-in.

• Don’t assume younger providers will
love EMR/technology and don’t assume
older providers won’t love it.

Resources:
• Cross-train your EMR project team

to ensure optimal coverage and flexibility.
• Use clinical resources to customize

EMR for efficiencies down the road. This
is an investment, not a cost.

• Don’t underestimate the need for
clinical hand-holding resources (e.g.,
Super-Users). 

• Invest in a detailed legal and IT
review of your EMR contract. A health-
care consultant experienced in EMR con-
tracting may be even more helpful than an
attorney or IT consultant. 

EMR Vendors:
• Be prepared: a fragmented EMR

industry means vendors may come and go
or merge. 

• Thoroughly research vendors—for-
mally & informally. Many vendors may
be too busy or may be “victims of their
own success” (i.e., growing pains). 

• Ask current clients about implemen-
tation and post-implementation service/
support.

EMR Contract: Negotiate for addi-
tional onsite days with the EMR vendor’s
implementation team.

Site Visits:
• Don’t skimp on site visits. Push for

more; they are well worth your invest-
ment in time and travel.

• Don’t dismiss the value of sites that
are not exactly like yours; you can learn
from any specialty. 

• Get site visit contacts and follow up
later when the sales rep. is not hovering
over your shoulder. 

• Ask about their top concerns with
their EMR vendor. Be sure to probe, as
every vendor has weaknesses.

• Ask about their lessons learned. “War
stories” from others can help prepare you
for what’s to come.

Workflow: Don’t automate a bad
process; implement as many “quick hits”
as possible. 

Gather Forms and Data:
• Collect your most frequently used

codes (e.g., ICD-9, CPT, modifiers).
• Gather sample forms, note types, and

commonly used text for template cre-
ation.

• Prepare spreadsheets with addresses,
phone, and fax numbers for referring
providers, facilities, pharmacies, and mail
order pharmacies.

Hardware:
• Ask your EMR vendor or IT expert

about temperature and humidity require-
ments for servers, as well as proximity to
sprinkler systems.

• Before going live, test fax server dial-
ing rules for pharmacies and referring
physicians. This is especially important in
regions with multiple area codes and
exchanges. 

• Develop and test your business con-
tinuation plan, including your “downtime
process,” before purchasing your EMR
hardware. 

• Have extra laptops, tablets, and bat-
teries on hand. 

• Plan and budget for hardware
replacement (e.g., servers and PCs) every
three to five years.

Training:
• Design training materials based on

patient workflow, not EMR functionality.
• There is no substitute for hands-on

practice. Require users to demonstrate
proficiency before going live with EMR
(e.g., role play the patient encounter).

• Use the EMR vendor’s web courses,
but don’t rely solely on their training. Plan
additional training for staff and providers,
particularly your Super-Users.

• Keep training groups small to enable
more hands-on training, more personal-
ized training, and more control over the
training session.

• Demonstrate EMR functionality
(e.g., lunchtime demos) over several
months before training begins to provide

everyone with exposure to EMR. This can
generate more buy-in to the process, build
enthusiasm for what’s to come, and
improve training effectiveness.

• If needed, train staff and providers on
Windows/typing/mouse skills well in
advance. 

• If introducing voice recognition soft-
ware (e.g., Dragon Naturally Speaking)
with EMR, train providers early. Have
them practice voice recognition with e-
mail. Microphone quality and positioning
are key factors for accuracy.

• Be prepared for a constant learning
process. After all, isn’t learning good for
the brain? As Carl Sagan said, “The brain
is like a muscle. When it is in use, we feel
very good. Understanding is joyous.” 

Leading Change
Remember that EMR is software, and
software is only a tool. Leading this kind
of transformational change involves peo-
ple and their emotions. Although man-
agers want to manage change in a linear,
predictable fashion, change is complex
and sometimes chaotic. 

Electronic medical records planning
and implementation is a tremendous chal-
lenge no matter which EMR product/
vendor you select. Choose your EMR
partner wisely as you’ll be working with
them for many years. Like any project, it
can be broken down into manageable
steps. There are resources to provide assis-
tance and banks to help finance the hard-
ware and software.  It may be well worth
hiring an experienced healthcare consult-
ant to guide your practice through this
transformational process. PN
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